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Investigation called for

Central Police policies questioned
fair; 5-good.
Performance of duty: 2-poor;
2-fair; 4-good.
The study states, "There are a
number of different factors that
influence these evaluations. All
evaluations are based on observation and personal interview."

by Jackie Humphries
Editors note: This is the first of
a two part story. This article deals
with a study made; next week's
article will center on the reactions
to the study. This story in no way
reflects the attitudes or opinions of
the Campus Crier or staff.
A recent study of the Central
Police Department has call~d for a
complete investigation of it.
Further, the study cites observations made that lead one researcher to conclude"the majority
of these officers do not take their
job seriously. They act like gods
instead of policemen, making and
breaking laws whenever they
please."
The study which originally
began as a single project of two
students during spring quarter,
resulted in two separate papers
being developed, but both had
similar conclusions and observations. The two researcheFs earned
$200 each from the police department. Both developers say the
reason the study branched in two
directions was because time conflicts prohibited combined observations and data compilation.
The reports were broken into
five catagories: department procedures and policy, patrol practice
and procedures, crime statistics,
physical setting of the campus,
officer interaction and community
expectations.
The surveys were conducted
using observation (both direct and
indirect), interviews, and survey
questionnaires. Central police
chief Alfred Pickles was a ware of
the study but did not inform
officers of such, or in any way
interfer~-.vith methods of information gathering used by the two
researchers.
The on-campus observations
listed:
1. "The patrol car was seldom
seen on campus except on the mall
during the heaviest foot traffic.
This violates the policy and
procedure of the department
which 'states' the primary mode of
patrol is to be walking. Very few
officers ever walk."
2. "Jumping of curbs; all officers
consistantly jump curbs on 8th and
14th avenues."
3. "Excessive amounts of time
spent between shift changes. It
averages out as follows:6 am, 10-15
minutes; 2 pm, 10-20 minutes; and
10 pm 20-25 minutes."
4. "Excessive amounts of time
spent at the following spots:
campus switchboard, Sambo's,
Campus Police Dept., Sheriffs

One researcher concludes "the maiority of these
officers do not take their iob seriously. They act like
gods instead of policemen, making and breaki_
ng
laws whenever they please."
office and ·Ellensburg Police
Dept."
5. "Ignoring of college vehicles
violating the traffic rules on the
campus."
6. "Joy riding in the patrol car.
The car was sighted near the KOA
campground, Winegar's Dairy,
and Holiday Inn. These areas seem
to be far from the college area of
jurisdiction."
7. "Student patrol was the most
visible element of the depart·ment."
8. "Community reaction (nonverbal), constantly viewed as
disgust towards the sighting of an
officer's gun."
9. "Three officers ... observed as
constantly having excellent relations with the community."
10. "Flagrant ignoring of the
parking problems in almost al!
parking lots, and residence hall
- -service drives."

The CPD policy was another
area of concern. The studies both
found the policy at that time (CPD
policy is currently being re-written) did not go far enough. One
report states, "It is my observation that in many instances the
chief operates on verbal policies
and I feel that this type of practice
can not continue to occur."
It was suggested that general
written policy be developed so
individual officers would have
guidelines to follow and the public
could see for themselves that an
officer acted ac~ording to policy in
specific situations.
The researchers disagreed on
policy evaluation. One said that
the policy was an "excelient
beginning" but a "more concise
and precise policy and procedure
manual is needed." The second
paper referred to the policy as

"bad" being "in effect, poorly
written, unenforceable · by the
officers, and in need of massive
revisions."
One researcher listed the hindrances of the physical settings of
the campus to include the design of
campus buildings. "The wjndows
and doors do not allow for any type
of visual patrol. Coupled to this the
number of keys issued for the
buildings ... The final thing is the
lack of any type of electronic alarm
sy_stem."
In the area of parking lots and
campus malls, it was found almost
all lighting was totally inadequate.
ln one report areas of officer
interaction listed three catagodes
and ratings for the eight CPD
officers:
Officer interaction: 4-poor; 2-f
fair; 2-good.
Student interaction: 2-poor; 1-

Combined and selected recommendations offered the CPD in the
two studies are:
1. "The total revamping of all
department policy as outlined in
this report.''
2. "The establishment of a
shooting and weapons use panel.
This panel would consist of faculty,
students, and an administrator."
3. "Establishment of community
review board also comprisea 01
faculty students, and an administrator.
4. "Establishment of an internal
affairs committee. There should be
one person brought in from
outside, who is a full time
employee of the campus police.''
5. "The removal of guns from
the person of all officers on patrol
in the daytime. There has been no
s!!bsanUal reason g!v-i:n for the
carrying of thG weapons which
rule against strong community
belief.''
6. "Massive community relations
projects, aimed at showing by
behavior, not just words, the role,
function, and necessity of the
police department."
7. "The establishment of another
study group.''
The two reports were submitted
to the campus police department
last July and released to the Crier
earlier this month.
Continued next week: Reactions
of the CPD, administration, facul· .
ty, and students. What is being
done in the CPD, where do they
go from here.

Missing co-ed
returns to dorm
A Central coed who had been
missing for a week returned to her
dorm Wednesday, unaware that
she was a missing person.
Diane Morgan, a 20 yearold Student Village Quiet Dorm
resident from Yakima· had been
visiting friends in Coeur d'Alene,
Idaho.
Members of the housing staff
reported her return Wednesday to
the Dean of Students office,
according to Dean Robert Miller.

central Washington
tested for oil deposits
Shell Oil Company representatives have been in the Ellensburg
valley since last spring in hopes of
discovering possible oil and natural gas deposits.
In a location east of town, the 30
to 35 man crew has been experim.enting on the surface with
geophysical testing, a method
similar to that which records the
intensity of earthquakes.
Stating that this method allowed for the computing of sound
waves· in the earth as they go
through different sub-surface formations, Crew Supervisor Jack
Calcote explained, "We are still in
an experimental stage because no
one can ever be sure of the
existence of oil or natural gas."

lJbrary com plaints aired potential security problem
Since Central's new library was
put into use, complaints from
students and faculty have · been
received. Members of some college
departments have voiced their
dissatisfactions, mostly about
funds for their own departments in
the library and the allotment given
each. Students complain about
library hours and the lack of help
available.
"The

usual

remark

when ·a

person fir~t enters- the library is,
'But it's . too big'," commented
Richard Waddle, dean of Library
Services. "Many people . are pr<;me
to think of it as being too big and it
may be. The library was planned
in the late 1960's when 'planners
· were predicting a 15,000 student
enrollment for 1975. Of course, the
college has not grown to that
number, but the library was built
with that size in mind."

The result is an understaffed
and underfunde-d library. fi'ortyone people are employed full time;
with part-time workers making up
the rest of the staff. Many more
are needed, but there just isn't
room for them in the budget.
Several complaints are from
those who wish to see greater
security in various rooms in the
library. Waddle agrees that, "It
could be a potential security
problem." It may 'oe said that some
areas of Central's new library are
not the safest places on campus to
spend an evening studying. Security could be increased with more
personnel, but that depends on the
budget.
Some grudges are still being
held from this summer, when
library services closed down five
weeks to allow materials from
Boullion -~il?rary to be transferred

into the new facilities. The problem lay in that 2/3rds of Boullion
had to be moved °into a structure
twice as large. To move 250,000
books at a maximum of 20,000 a
day was a five week job. And this
did not include the moving of
micro-film, magazines, periodicals,
-etc.
Most of the library budget is
used for approvals, with some
department materials coming from
that area.
If more money is made available
it will be poured into student help
and a book fund. At the moment,
says Waddle, "We will not be able
to extend hours. We chose to close
the library at those times when
the fewest people use it. It's
impossible to please everyone, but
we're trying our best with the
little we've been given."

Marg's Act II
703 N. Main
in New Liquor Store Bldg.
Just 3 blocks from campus
"Like-new'' Women's Clothing
For Sale and/or taken on
consignment Sizes: 6-221/2
Now accepting good a~d
used ski apparel°
OPEN: 10-5

925-2225

Closed Mo_rydays

Jfs

Continuing, he noted that work
of this type "is done all over the
country. Especially now with the
energy shortage, it is important to
s~cure new fields. Shell and other
companies are willing to invest in
our experiments but we usually
find nothing."
Calcote stated that the job was
simply to map the sub-surface
formations. "People seem to naturally assume that when· an oil
company comes in to do experimenting, there is definitely oil.
That is just not the case because
even if our experimenting indicates that possibility, we could be
wrong."
In expiaining that only one in
30 areas tested actually proved
to co.n tain oil, Division Operations
Supervisor D.W. Hix commented,
"There are many factors to be
considered before we will even
test for oil and natural gas."
Economics, terrain, crops and
weather were the main elements
listed by Hix as dictating the
experimental op.erations. "We
have to acknowledge these variable factors and then decide if
exploration is feasible. Because of
the energy shortage, we have been
looking in new places but it could
be as long as eight years before we
know for sure."
Both men agreed that their
operation, though new to Central
Washington, "has been or is being
done just about everywhere."
According to Calcote, the equipment they employ becomes obsolete "about every 10 years. So, we
might go back over an area we

overlook now and in 10 years--with
the advanced equipment--come to
a different conclusion."
People around the valley,
though generally surprised with
the oil exploration, "have given us
-a very good reception," noted
Calcote, "and we always endeavor
to hire local people when we need
them. No special skill is needed as
we give on-the-job training and if
that works out, they can stay on
with us."
"Of course we try to plan the
experimenting with the farmers
whose land we investigate," affirmed HIX. "We have to contact
local, county and state officials
before we can begin work anywhere."
Most of the men of the crew are
under 25-years-old. "We don't
work at all if the weather is rainy
because we have no desire to ruin
the fields for the farmers," said
Calgote.
In some places in Texas and
Oklahoma, Shell and other company representatives draw little
atten'tion to their experiments
"because the people just get used
to us. We come in quietly and don't
disturb them so they haven't any
need to pay attention," explained
Calcote. "The chances are small,
anyway, that we'll find anything."
Hix, and Calcote.both expressed
that their operations had nothing
to do with recent

Arab land

purchases in the Central Washington area. "That was purely coincidental. We didn't even know they
were here until we got here and
someone else told us."
Unfavorable publicity concerning their operation was a complaint issued by the men as Hix
commented, "Some of the news- .
paper stories concerning our investigation have been misleading.
We try to have a good arrangement with the farmers as to when
would be the best time- for us to
work and we have no intention of
upsetting the community with
refineries or anything like that."
Both men held emphaticaily that ·
theirs was only the experimental
stage in the operation. "We can't
place enough emphasis on the fact
that we can only improve chances
with our experiments. The only
way to be sure is to start drilling.
And we haven't found any reason
to do that," Calcote concluded.

.

restaurant

sunday lounge specials:
beef ribs, bread & beer
ioe's special, bread
& bloody mary

happy hour tues
canyon & ruby
(next to horseman's supply)

$2 75

$3°0

sat 5-7 pm
925-4545
(closed mondays)

Ministry Center offers aid
Central students in need of
religious counseling may seek
assistance at the Center for
Campus Ministry located at 1011
North Alder.
Don Caughey, one of three
ordained, full-time worlrnrs available to students, noted that the
Center is open to anyone "regardless of their religious background." ·
Explaining that religion is a
definite need for some students
but not for others, Caughey
stated, "We don't like to tighten
the reins too hard on the students
because that might only serye to
drive them away.
"We wish to assist anyone with
problems religious or otherwise.
Anyone who needs us can find us
or call 92!\-3196."
Although he affirmed that anyone at the Center would gladly
listen to problems, Caughey said
that five churches are represented
for the United Campus Christian
Ministry: Presbyterian, Catholic,
Episcopal, Seventh Day Adventist
and Lutheran.
"The Lutheran position is open
now," noted Caughey, "but we are
hoping to find someone soon. Don
Reiber is head of Seventh Day
Adventist, Woody Epp is in
' charge of Epis.copal, Peter Hagel
leads Catholic and I am running
Presbyterian."
Trust and cooperation were
offered as the main elements in the
Center as Caughey commented,
"We don't like to do things
separately that can be done
together. We have learned to
respect one another a great deal
and have -.chieved a well-balanced
position."·
Although he was unable to set a
definite date, Caughey said that a
·brochure would be out "hopefully
by November" with information
concerning the Center.
"As soon as we get a secretary
and find out his capabilities, we'll
know better about the brochure," ·
he stated.
Continuing, Caughey lamented
that, without the issuance of
religous preference cards at registration, "we haven't been able to
do any mailing to the students.
But, we have other ways to reach
them," he grinned.
More programs will be offered
this· year as the Center is
discovering the students' needs.
"We are working very well with
the school and we plan to offer
workshops, retreats and classroom
lectures this quarter.

"Although there is some tension between us and local ch.Urch, es, our relationship with Central is
excellent," continued Caughey,
"because we recognize our job as
one of serving to make the school a
better place to learn and teach. We
seek to raise values, improve
structures and generally meet the
needs of the Central crowd,
student, professor and administrator."
Caughey held that while people
have different ideas ,a bout the
college education, "all people
should be free to say what they
want to say."

Adding that the Center .could
serve as a very v&luable resource
for students, he emphasized that ;
INTRAMURAL SPORTS PROGRAM [For Men and Women]
counseling of any kind was avail963-1751
able to the college. "I feel that
Volleyball - Mens, Womens and Coed, last day to register--Oct. 22-5 pm
college should make a person
better for the .future and it is at Nicholson Pavilion. Play begins Oct. 27, all games will be played from
·
because of this that we offer 6:30 to 9:30 Mon. thru Thurs.
assistance."
GAMES ROOM
Caughey's lectures in classMixed Double<> Pool Tournament, last day to register--Oct. 24. (Expert
rooms will include issues conand
novice divisions). Sign up in the Games Room.
cerning religion, current ethics
TENT 'N TUBE [Rental Shop]
and history. "We have a responsi963-3537
bility to work with faculty develThis week's special: All Backpacks 1/2 rental price.. Watch for our faii°
opement," he said, "and it is to
everyone's advantage that we do sale of used and new equipment on Oct. 30. Want to sell your outdoor
recreational equipment? We'll put it in our sale on a 5 percent
have the good relationship."
commission.
,
·
OUTDOOR PROGRAMS [2-5 pm in the Tent 'n Tube Shop]
963-3537
1

Improvements cited
in Mexico program

Every time the snow falls in verted into classrooms and a dark
Ellensburg, sun worshipping stu- room already in the house will be
dents ask themselves why on -used· to develop a photographic
earth didn't they go and study in diary of the school.
Guadalajara for a quarter.
Central maintains ten faculty at
Now, on top of the beautiful the Guadalajara facility, five of
weather and wonderful Guadala- whi~h are from Washington.
jara to lure you to Mexico, Dr.
The program in Mexico is just
Claire Lilliard, director of Interna- one of Central's foreign study
tional Studies, has announced programs.
Central has obtained new, improv-'
"We have the largest foreign
ed facilities for the school there.
study program in the Northwest,"
The school will be housed in a
said Dr. Lilliard, "We even have
three story mansion on a quiet · more Central students studying
street in a semi-residential area of abroad then the UW does with
Guadalajara.
their 35,000 students."
"To explain the beautiful are~
Two new schools have joined the
the mansion is located in;'' said Dr.
Lilliard, "the father-in-law of the foreign study program which is
- President of Mexico lives across run by Central. They are Montana
State University in Boseman, and
the street.
Weber State University in Ogden,
"If you can imagine a house that Utah.
can seat 130 people in the living
Dr. Lilliard said his office
room, then you can imagine the
size of the house we have," Dr. receives two or three inquiries a
Lilliard reported.
day from students all over the
country expressing interest in
The house is a vast improveCentral's program.
ment over the previous study site
used by Central. At the new
. location. Central will be in charge
of the entire operation.
The mansion has a Mexican
value of 3 million pesos or
$240,000. It has marble floors, a
gr.and circular staircase, beautiful
yards, patios, a fountain ·and a fish
pond. There are orange trees on
the · grounds and avacodo trees
nearby.
Nine bedrooms have been con-

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS ..
AND PARTS

Vets receive money
Student Veteran's Advisor Tim
Kelly has announced Central has
received over $22,000 in federal
money from the Health, Education
and Welfare Department in Washington, D.C.
Kelly explained the money will
be used to recruit socially disadvantaged veterans into college or
vocational school.
The funds will also be used to
contact veterans and explain their
benefits to them.
The $22,000 was awarded to
Central based on the fact that 10
per cent of the enrollment was
comprised of vets.
Kelly also said students who are
interested in making money tutoring vets, or . vets who need
tutoring, should contact his office.
Kelly explained interested stu-

dents can make up to $60 per
month tutor,ing. The student
should have received a B graqe in
what they are tutoring, and must ,
get a prof to verify their ability to
tutor.
Veterans who think they need
help with a particularly difficult
class can be paid while also being
tutored. The vet can be paid up to
$60 per month for being tutored.
To be eligible, the vet must get a
referr al from a professor verifying
the need for tutorial help.
_Students can receive between 2
and 3 dollars an hour doing the
tutoring. If anyone is interested,
they are urged to contact the Vets'
Office.
One other vets note, the retired
Dorothy Nourse has been replaced
as secretary by Henry RomerQ.

·Re-Cycle

Shop
10 SPEED SPECIALS
Fully assembled & guaranteed
CARABELA-"CORRERA"
Fingertip Suntour G. T. Gears
alloy crank, wheels:f. bars
REG. $175

$148QQ

SUPERIA - "SPORT"
Mafac brakes, simplex gears
pantguard, kickstand, soft seat
Reg. $129

NOW

$1082.2

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
925-5539

Oct. 18 Free River Float for llomecoming. First 28 signups taken.
Oct. 22 Alpine Lake - What Does the Future Hold? - Taped slide show
and discussion --7 pm SUB Theater.
Oct. 25 Bike Hike around Yakima River and Thorp RQad. 24 miles,
round trip.
Oct. 29 Skate Board Rally.

The

NOW

603 North Main

CENTRAL
RECREATION

307 N. Main

SUSAN & BRIAN BARTO, PROPRIETORS
11

ELLENSBURG'S OLD·EST"
BICYCLE SALES & REPAIRS
FALL HOURS TUE-FRI 2-6
SAT 9-1&2-?
SUN & MON

CLOSED
CALL FIRST 925-3326

VIEWPOINT
Campus Police:
whars going on?
After several months of research and investigation of the Central
Police Department (CPD), the two study formulators drew some pretty
shocking conclusions. Perhaps of more impact than the c9nclusions were
the observatio~s made during the stud! period.
Coincidentally, at the onset of the study, news began filtering into the
Crier office from many sources, mostly anonymous notes, giving us "the
s·coop" on some area of discrepancy in the CPD that should be
investigated. Several Crier staff members were involved in
story-gathering, but after mild ~hreats and setbacks, gave up on most of
the stories. One of the results of the time period· was the establishment
of. a policy in which the Chief of CPD will no longer talk to a reporter
without a tape recorder.
·
The story leads died down and only the studies continued. In July, the
study covered in this issue was submitted to the CPD. The study
provided the department with some constructive criticism as well as
detailed outlines for improvement in the areas cited as lacking. Over the
past few months, as I followed the studies and leads I made a few
observations and conclusions myself:
There has · been a change in public attitude. The people who·
approached me with information--concrete information--in the spring are
now even hesitant to discuss the d~artmerit. They would prefer to let
the discrepancies continue. After all, as long as no one is being hurt by
these rule infractions why make a · tng tuss, right'! Just because our
tuition money is helping to keep the department, and their services are .
our only source of protection while under college jurisdiction, we don't
need to worry, right?
Further, even th'ose persons directly involved with the study have
seemed to mellow. Did they find out too much? What did-they see? Did
they just tire of the study or were they into something more than they
could handle?
But what about the actual observations from the study? Are students
going to remain passive knowing that police cars are allowed to jump the
curbs to get on the campus malls, when '\\'.'e aren't allowed to drive on the
malls? Knowing that policemen aresalarie<i employees of the college is it
"right" for them to get long breaks "because they are policemen?"
When will we draw the line and put this department under study?
Other depai:tments on campus are subject to discipline and g1:1ideline,
why not the CPD?
·
It was ironical that while trying to get information on college police
policies from other campuses last week, one young lady hung up on me at
the UW when I mentioned I needed some information on their campus
police department. She worked for their student publications; no one
answered the phone in the security department. When I finally reached
someone at Western in the security department she also said, "I don't
know anything about the department and can't think of anyone you could
talk to, either!" Is it possible that the time has come for an investigation
into all college and university police departments? Why won't anyone
talk about the operations of their only source of campus security?
I do concede that there are many fine people involved in the Central
law enforcement agency and that for the most part campus security has
never been lacking when an incident arose.
One might be saying at this point, "How do we know the studies were
accurate? Why should we believe the observations listed in the study?"
Maybe we can't; maybe we shouldn't, but MAYBE it is time we made a
few observations ourselves. If the same traits emerged in the two
reports it seems to indicate that a more concentrated effort needs to be
made to isolate the problem areas ... and perhaps a more expert study in
the area of the law _enforcement agencies.
Many of the recommendations made.in the report were good. As for
the observations, the CPD is a public servant agency and should be-0pen
and subject to public review.
.

I strongly recommend that the CPD consider hiring an internal affairs
officer, perhaps as an assistant to the chief. He could assist in officer
training and command, as well as improving the internal CPD
.communication.
More ·importantly, I urge that Central's administration establish a
review board, comprised of students, administrators, faculty and CPD
representatives to share in the input and planning of the CPD. And if the
administration should find the results of these studies to be not as
reliable as they shoulq,a.t least consider the recommendations they offer.

JACKIE HUMPHRIES

....................................................................... .................................... .
.
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PrOfessional basketball came to

· Ellensburg Sunday night as the Seattle
Supersonics and the Phoenix Suns
battled it out in preseason action.

A near capacity crowd was on

hand to vvatc,h the Sonics fall victim Jo
the undefeated Suns.
Details of the game can b·e found
on page 19.
photos by Paul Fridlund

\We're not gerverts'

Being gay on cam-pus is 'difficu It'
by Gayl Curtiss

"Louis" is a homosexual student
at Central. He granted the CRIER
ail interview about being gay on
campus, if the CRIER agreed not
to print his real name. "Louis"
feared he would lose his job if his
real identity was known~"

On campus, there is a quiet, gay
population, smjill in number, 'but
seeminaly happy in their sexual
pursuits. Louis, a gay Central
student, explained he knows of
only 20 or so gay people on
campus. This figure is very low
because statistically, there should
be at least 500. [Using the quotient
10 percent of the population has
homosexual tendetacies].

What thoughts come to mind
when you hear or read the word
Louis explained there is no
"homosexual"? For many, images homosexual community at Central
of drag queens, transvestites,
because the Gay Liberation moveeffeminate men, masculine . wo- ment on campus was run in years
men and mental patients come to
past by a few dedicated students.·
mind. Psychologists also say many
Once these students left EllensAmericans associate child moburg or Central the movement
lesting with homosexuality.
. died an apatpetic death.
And yes, think of all the
derogatory words. · Fag, lesbian,
Unlike Seattle, Tacoma and San
queer, queen, fairy, dyke, are just Francisco, along with every major
some of the words, all trying to say city in the country, there ~re no
something about homosexual "gay" bars or taverns in the
people.
Ellensburg area. In fact, there is
no single place gays at Central
Interestingly, a recent psycho- commonly meet. Louis says there
logical study shows only 5 percent is no "place'.' identification because
of the gay population as being there is so little "gay" identificarecognizably homosexual. As for
tion on campus.
these words, until a better understanding is reached between all
''The idea of gay liberation, and
people, the language will not gays getting together at taverns is
change.
great, if you have enough gays to

"You can't trust your
brother or sister not
to be gay."
-'Louie'

Charge your long ·distance
telephone ca11s
College regulations prohibit billing long distance calls to residence
hall telephone numbers. But - with a special billing number card
you CAN charge calls when using dorm phones, and head off a
hassle, too.

realize they are oppressed and
should meet together," JJ&YS Louis.
Louis was asked about some of
the problems of being gay in
Ellensburg and if he was ever
hassled.
"You ~et hassled in Ellensburg
in a very strange way 1" he said. "It
is an avoidance type ot Iioncommunication. People don't want
to be around you and stare as if
you are a freak."
He went on to say, "That kind of
behavior really hurts me because I
am not a fag, lam not a queer, I
am not a homosexual--! am a
person. The labels and my sexual
preferences shouldn't be considered, just me and my
personality."
Many people simply fear homosexualitv because they do not
understand it and as8ociate it with
mental illness. Recently, psychological and psycltiatric establishments no longer refer to homosexuality as an illness. LOuis says
he hopes this will help in better
understanding.
"Gay people are raised in
straight society and are taught it's
values and hates," Louis explained. "Consequently, gays grow
up hating 'queers' just like everyone else."
"Many gays don't like to work
around other gays," Louis went on
to say, "because they find it
threatening to their own self
perception."
"Those people who yell the
loudest about being against homosexuality, and create the biggest
problems and obstacles ~bout
being gay, are usually gay themselves and are trying to protect
themselves against facing up to
their homosexuality," said Louis.
Louis contends the average,
"straight" fears, misunderstands
and is unable to deal with
homosexuality~ He calls this type
of person a "homophobic" because
they are hung up on their own
heterosexualness.

Louis amused, points out, "there
is only one position in the country,
by public knowledge has not been
held by a homosexual, and that is
the President of the United States.
That includes the fact there have
been gay senators, congressmen,
judges, actors, sports heroes and
teachers."
This vastness of vocational
positions typifies the gay community. Louis said it is impossible
to say any one gay person is
typical, anything they do is
typical, anything they believe is
typcal, "anything they anything
they anything" is typical because
the gay community possibly represents 20 million people.
"You can't trust yuuT brother or
sister not to be gay," said Louis.
Students who may possibly
question their sexuality are urged
by Louis to go to a counselor on
campus.
He recommends the Campus
Ministry, Dr. Don Wise, Father
Blondell at the Episcopal Church
or Dr. Balcer in the Counseling
Center in the Home Economics
Department. He strongly recommends the Counseling and Student
Development Center on campus as
well.
"This in no way implies these
people are homosexual," said Lou,
"they are people who help people
understand and feel good about
themselves."
The Campus Ministry has donated some of their time and
energy whereby gay students can
come together and meet and talk
about their sexuality.
Louis says he hopes people will
one day be able to deal with his
sexuality. Maybe~ he says, this will
happen after people come to the
realization of what being gay
means.
Louis finished the interview
with the Crier by sharing a
favorite quote, "How dare, how
dare you presume I am a heterosexual?

Visit the Ellen$burg
Telephone Company business
office to obtain your Special
Billing Number Card.

Office Hours:
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday - Frid~y

0

ELLENSBURG TELEPHONE CO.

Im -DEAN'S I
~

T.Y. &IPPUAICE

417 N. Pearl· 925.-1121
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Advising
inefficient·
To the editor:

After reading the article on Dr.
Reed's new academic advisement
program C8lllpus Crier Oct. 2 for
new and transfer students, I would
like to further the discussion by
adding my own thoughts. As a
transfer student from Bellevue
Community College and the UW, I
do feel that I have had a fair
amount of exposure to differing·
systems of pre-registration advisement. In such a comparison, Dr.
Reed has created a bumbling,
inefficient and subsequently
wastefu.l program that doesn't
serve the special needs of the
students it was designed to help.
Any new program is more than
likely going to have a few rough
spots that will require special
attention to s:rnooth out, but the
fiasco experienced by several
students on Sept. 22 was inexcusable and the direct result of poor
management.
When a student is moving to a
strange city and a new school, I
think it is understandable that he
would desire some current information; but to my surprise none
was forthcoming. For example, the

Dean of Students generally sends
out a packet of information on
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advisement, registration, il!s~r~_
-ance, etc., to all new students one
month prior to registration. It
arrived two days after I had
moved to campus. The letter from
Dr. Reed's office, explaining the
new · advisement program and
assignment of the meeting times
and locations, arrived back home
on Sept. 28 long past its usefulness. It is difficult to understand
how the Academic Advisement
office expects to have an effective
program when certain students
are unaware of its very existence.
In many cases the actual advisement meetings were permeated
with useless, irrelevant information that upon further_inquiry was
found to be blatantly incorrect. To
no one's amazement, foul ups like
those, mentioned about would
definitely undermine any program, new or firmly established.
.. Dr. Reed's defense of his
program shows that he misunderstands the whole purpose of
pre-registration advisement. Telling us not to worry about the lack
of useful information on that
fateful Monday because we can
always talk to our major department at a later time is the height
of administrative double talk.
What good is the acquired knowledge going to do me when I've
already had to make my commitments for this quarter? The focus
of a pre-registration advisement
program should be self evident. I
needed helpful <!_dv~el!_l~I)t_ befo~e

registration, not a few days
afterwards!
I do not accept Dr. Reed's feeble
attempt to cover up his mismanagement of this program, and· I
· find such an attempt personally
insulting. I demand better service
from the college staff and administration during my stay on this
campus than I have recently
received.
Larry Peick

Bike lanes
reviewed
To the editor:
Last year there was much
discussion about bikers on campus.
This year the green lines on the
edges were devised to alleviate
the problems incurred from the
previous years. As a cyclist there
were times I just about clobbered
pedestrians from fault of my own
to the pedestrians not paying
attention to where they were
going. As I saw it there was a need
"
for safety.
Personally, I want to say the
green lines are a great idea.
However, it might not work. The
other day I counted at least five
incidents when I had to steer my
bike out of the bike trail to avoid

pedestrians. My word for safety
Its going to take practice. but_
concerning . the issue is quite frankly, its really worth it. Com_simple: fellow bikers, let's use-the mission on Safety, thanks for- the
tr;ii, st-~~~it-s, Qle~se stay off the trail.
W. Roger Stobbe
trail.
·

HEW to offer 'special'
Television viewers will have an young parents an'd help strengthopportunity next year to react to a en the family as the fundamental
"special" and two pilot programs unit in American society," he
which deal with "Education for added.
Effective Parenthood," HEW's
The "special" and pilots, using
Office of Education announced this the latest research findings on
week.
child rearing and development,
Depending on the programs' will focus on assisting new and
success and effectiveness, the prospective parents to acquire this
Office of Education may develop a competence. The "special" is exseries of TV shows on the subject. pected to be ready early next year
A contract for $788,821 has been and will be available through local
awarded to Appalachia Education- television stations and various
al needs to develop ·appropriate places where adults have occasion .
and appealing programs. Analysis to meet.
of audience reactions will deterDr. Edward E. Gotts, director of
mine the feasibility of a television · Appalachia's early childhood diviseries and possible content of sion will head the project.
future programs. This approach is
similar to that used in developing
"Sesame Street" and other
federally supported television programs designed to give popular
appeal to learning.
"Parenthood training should be
a prime national concern," said US
Commissioner of Education Terrel
H. Bell. "Through general parenthood education, we can alleviate
some troubles common among

Gqtany
ne'Ws?
Contact the
c ·r ier! ! ! ! !

f RES'1
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STORE FOODS
(Cheese, Bread, Ice Cream, etc.)

2% p

~

Open 1pm-7pm
Closed Sunday

-H

or
Grade A-Raw
Past-Homo( whole)

WINEGAR
DAIRY
419 w. -15th
925-1821
8 blocks west of Nicholson Pavilion

Food Coupons accepted

Watch
for our 15th
Anniversary
Celebration
Grand Prize:
~Beef

Conflicting testimonY- clouds events

Kent State: five years later
When national guardsmen killed four students and wounded nine at
Kent State University more than five years ago, a new dimension of
h-Orror broke into the lives of many Americans, both young and old: the
spectre of battle-ready soldiers shootinl! students on camnus.
Ever since that day, in courthouse and jury room, newspaper column
and legal brief, the argum~nt has raged as to who, if anyone, was
· responsible for 13 seconds of fatal gunfire on May 4, 1970.
Did state and guard officials set the stage for the tragedy through a
combination of malicious, thoughtless and inept policies and actions? Did
guardsmen intentionally fire into the crowd of students following them?
Or were dangerous, rioting students unlawfully assembled properly
dispersed by soldiers who feared for their own lives?
'ln what for many culminated the Kent State debate, a $46 million civil
damages suit charging Ohio Gov. James A. Rhodes and 28 present and
former state officials and guardsmen with depriving the dead and
wounded students of their right to life and liberty went to trial last
spring.
On August 27, after 15 weeks of testimony and five days of
deliberation, jurors for the case voted 9-3 to absolve the officials and
guardsmen of responsibility _for the shootings. For those closest to the
case, however, Kent State was not closed.
"Thanks to these jurors, murder by the state is correct," lamented
Arthur Krause, whose daughter Allison died at Kent State.
Lawyers for Krause, the families of the three other dead students, and
the nine wounded students filed Sept. 13 for a new trial as a first step in
appealing the August verdict. Their motion claimed procedural errors by
the court and in the judge's charge to the jury.
"Everybody's hands were washed clean (by the jury's verdict), as if
there was nothing wrong," said David Engdahl, one of the attorneys for
the plaintiffs.
Engdahl said Kent State is cited as the worst example of how to deal
with civil disorders by guard officials outside Ohio. "Yet the jury tells us
nothing was wrong," Engdahl said. "That just can't be."Many close to the case looked to the civil trial as a forum where "the
truth about Kent State" would finally come-out. Yet testimony during
the trial was almost always conflicting, especially on major point_s such
as whether the guardsmen's lives were endangered and who was
responsible for guard activities on campus.
"Many of the guard were in fear that the crowd would take away their
guns and bayonet or shoot them," argued defense· attorney Charles
Brown. "This was not a Mayday picnic but insurrections, rebellion."
"I felt my life was in danger," testified Sgt. Lawrence Schafer. "I saw
no necessity to shoot," countered guardsman James W. Ferriss.
Prior to the order to disperse the rally, there was no viole.!!_ce of any

kind on May 4 and the rally did ~ot present any danger to any person or
property, lawyers for the plaintiffs argued.
_
They also contended that Gov. Rhodes made inflammatory statements
contributing to the atmosphere which spawned the shootings.
Jurors heard a tape recording of a press conference 26 hours prior to
the shooting in which Rhodes called those responsible for campus unrest
"worse than the brown shirts and the communist element and also the
night riders and the vigilantes."
"Kent State has probably the most vicious form of campus violence
and we are going to employ every force of the law that we have under
our authority," Rhodes said. "They (the student activists) are the worst
type of people we have in America. We will employ every weapon
possible."
Rhodes denied his remarks were inflammatory.
In addition, a former guard sergeant testified that Gov. Rhodes told a
meeting of officers the day before the shooting that he had gone to Kent
to assume full command of law enforcement activities there. According
- to the sergeant, Rhodes said the guard was in control of the campus, that
classes would remain in session "even if it meant keeping an armed
_ guard in each class," and that Rhodes "didn't want to see two students
walking together."
Gov. Rhodes denied responsibility for guard· activities at .Kent, saying
the meeting was only for him to gain input from people on the scene. The
governor also denied responsibility for the decision to use loaded
weapons at Kent, saying the size of state government required that
management details be handled by lower-ranking officials.
Other witnesses testified that Rhodes and high-ranking, guard officials
took control of the Kent campus fr~m school officials who had not
requested guardsmen be sent to Kent in thtl first place. This point, too,
was contested by a guard officer who said decisions were made jointly by
state and university officials.
Such contradictions obviously compounded the difficulty in convincing
the jurors that a.preponderance of evidence showed the defendants were
guilty of negligence.
Yet for all the conflicting evidence and buck passing, one fact
remained clear for those close to the case--students died that day.
When a US District Court judge issued a verdict o'f acquittal in an
earlier criminal trial of eight guardsmen on a civil rights charge similar
to that just tried, Arthur Krause asked -bitterly, "How can you kill
somebody and not rob them of their civil rights?"
"It's like everything· else," Krause added. "Everytime the system
starts to work, someone finds a monkey wrench to throw into it."
"In 1970 we shot our own children," said Engdahl. "Iri 1975 we said,
'It's okay.'"

by Curt Koe~er
College Press Service

They are the
worst type of
people we have
in America. We
~ill employ
every weapon
possible.

0

0

Ohio Governor
James A. Rhodes

Thanks to these
jurors, murder
by the state
is correct
0

0

Arthur Krause,
parent of victim
at Kent State

Student Film Contest planned
This year Central is co-sponsoring the Washington State Student
Film Contest with the Washington
Association for Educational Communications & Technology.

in categories for grades K-6, 7-9t
10-12, and college. The college
category is also open to students
from Mo~tana, Ida~o and Alaska.
First place films in each grade
category will be entered in the
AECT National Student Film
Festival, in Anaheim California.
The award winning films will be

Contestants are required to use
Super 8mm (silent or sound) or
Regular 8mm (silent or sound).
Trophies and awar~s will be given

screened at the Olympic Hotel in
Seattle, March 20, 1976.
Films must be entered by March
1, 1976 to be eligible of the contest.
Students wanting more information or entry blanks should write
to: Dr. William D. Schmidt,
Audiovisual Division, Bouillion
Library. Schmidt may also be
reached at 963-1842.

Applications will be accepted from graduating
Seniors ma1oring in:
Education
Health

Math
French

ausiness
Physical & Life
Sciences

·P eace Corps programs in
Countries and for Vista projects

other disciplines for
68 -overseas

in the Wes tern U.S.
Inquire at the Pit in the SUB

9:00AM-4:00PM
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CATALOG
INTERVIEWS AT PLACEMENT
CENTER
The following accounting firms
will' be on campus during the week
of Oct. 21-24 to interview candidates for accounting positions.
Sign up schedules will be posted
one week, to the day, before the
visits.
Oct. 20-21 Haskins & Sells
Oct. 20-22 Moss, Adams & Co.
Oct. 23 Arthur Y~ung & Co.
On Oct. 23, Dr. Krupski of the
UW School of Pharmacy, will hold
information meetings and interviews at the Placement Center for
students and professors who wish
to discuss procedures and requirements for admission to the School
of Pharmacy. Anyone interested in
seeing Dr. Krupski should sign up
for an appointment by coming to
Barge 105, or calling 963-1921. He
expects to be at the Placement
Center from 3 to 5 pm.
COMMUNITY GALLERY
408 1/z North Pearl, Ellensburg,
will feature paintings by Cindy
Bennett, Central instructor; work
by Sue Ann Kendall, Seattle
weaver, Stuart Kendall, ir<:>nwright and pottery by Rex
Churchward, Kirkland artist,
through November 1st. Hours:
Noon to 5 pm Tuesday through
Saturday.
·

percentage taken. Call, write or
stop in at Ware Fair SUB 111,.
963-1511.Deadline is Oct. 31.

Oct. 28 Price Waterhouse & Co.
Sign up sheets will be posted
one week prior to the interviews.

RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE
The American Red Cross Blood
Drive will be held in the small SUB
ballroom, Tuesday, Oct. 28 from
10 am to 3 pm. The quota for the
drive is 140 pints.

an

PARKING LOT D CLOSED
Parking lot D, west of D Street
and south of 14 Ave. will be .
-closed approximately six weeks
beginning in mid-October for lot
improvement work.
No parking in that area will be
allowed during the construction.

VETERANS STUDENT UNION
A general meeting will be held
Oct. 23 at 3 pm in SUB 204.

PRESENTING

• • •

THE LOWEST PRICED .
'LARGER ADVENT'·SYSTEM EVER!

THE HUNGER CONFERENCE .
There will be a keynote speech by
Auto Jacubec--associate professor
in the Geography Dept. on the
topic, "Is There a Food Dilemma in
This Land of Plenty?" To be held
1:30 am, Oct. 17-18 at Morgan
Junior High School.

ADVE\T
[nl1Ic]

POLITICAL SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION
A general meeting will be held
on Oct. 20, at 3 pm in SUB 107.
Nominations of new officiers and
discussion of future projects is
planned.

BvPlfE

CITIZENS AGAINST HANGING
The director of a present statewide campaign against INITIATIVE 316 will hold an open forum-with a speech and question/
answer period on October 22 at 11
am in the SUB CAFETERIA.

A special buy on the Marantz 1060 amplifier is instrumental in our being able to offer
this excellent system value. The 1060, with 30 watts RMS per channel [20-20,000 hz, with
not more than 0.5 percent total harmonic distortion], has sold more copies than any other
amplifier in the history of high fidelity!
.
The speakers are everybody's favorites, the Larger Advents, an industry phenomenon.
To put it briefly, the Advents bring you all the music, from nearly subaudible bass to
sparkling highs. They're known everywhere as the finest loudspeaker value ever offered.
· The turntable is the brand new belt-driven B.I.C940: it's programmable for up to 5 plays
of one disc, automatic play of a stack of records, and is also a fine manual tabl~.
The durable, light-tracking Empire 2000D-III cartridge completes the system.

PERSONAL AWARENESS

GROUP
Freshmen and sophomores sign
up now at the counseling and
Student Development Center.
"Project Self' members will rap
about concerns · with roomies,
profs, parerits and lovers--. cf
develop communication skills.

MECHA MEETING
A general meeting will be held
today at 7 pm in SUB 208.

MASS MEDIA DEPARTMENT
The Mass Medfa-department is
having a coffee hours Saturday
October 18 at 1 pm in SUB 204 for
all new and returning students.

TOTAL VALUE ss72
OUR PRICE, ,
WHILE THEY LAST • • •

PLACEMENT OFFICE INTERVIEWS AND INFORMATION
MEETINGS
Interviews for accounting
majors:
Oct. 27 Arthur Andersen & Co.

$

SOME COMPELLING REASONS FOR DOING BUSINESS WITH
STEREOCRAFT:
COMPETITIVE PRICES. If you buy a complete stereo systein from us, ·
and see it advertised for less by an authorized dealer ANYWHERE '
within 30 days, bring us the ad; we'll refund the difference.
HELP WHEN YOU NEED IT. Free local set-up, if you wish, and loaner
equipment if your purchase ever needs warranty service.

.................................... ..
~

WARE FARE
If you have any art and crafts
talents and would like to display
your work, apply for space at the
Ware Fair, held Dec. 3-5. Table
rent is $5 per table per day, no

: COUPON SPECIAL :
· Tower of Power
"In the Slot"
List p-rice $6 98
. ·with coupon $4 49
~ Good thru Saturday
:
-October 18

Elections
October 23

STUDENTS:
WELCOME AT
PACIFIC
NATIONAL
BANK

Paramount NW tickets
now c:-vailable through
Stereocraft

.......... •·........................ .

BROWSERS ARE WELCOME IN OUR COMFORTABLE
SHOWROOMS·. HEAR THE EXCELLENT SYSTEM SHOWN
ABOVE, AND MANY OTHER w ·ELL-MATCHED SYSTEMS
-· FROM $1 99, AT
.

---~----------

We'd like to be your bank.

College Banking Center
ACROSS FROM THE SCIENCE BUILDING
.

Open Monday through Saturday, 10:30 - 5:30 408 North Pearl, Ellensburg, 962-2830 . ·
·_

1
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Hello gang. I hope you are planning to enter the Crier's Great
Photography contest. If you are submitting a flick I must comment you,
if you're not, get lost. To those who fall in the former group I thought I
would spend some time discussing an aspect of photography which is
seemingly simple, yet highly complex.
This is of course landscape.
photography.
Landscapes are beautiful to the eye, but when recorded on film, they
seem to lose something in the process. For example, the perception of
depth and the vastness of the Ellensburg Valley will become flat and
muddy when the photographer becomes overconfident because it looks
easy. In reality, a landscape is a highly complex and capricious order
bases on the interplay of light intensities, scale and space.
Light intensity has been classified into three basic elements: quality,
directions and strength. Since these three factors form the crux of
successful photography and in particular landscape photography, it is
highly important that these work for you. Sometimes it is far better to
wait for a period of time so that the light conditions will favor your
camera rather than your subjective eye. Remember the.camera and film
is objective. That is, it sees all; it's not discerning like your eye and brain
in seeing what it wants to view.
Generally speaking, the best time of the day to photograph landscapes
is when the sun is at an angle. This situation produces a feeling of
distance caused by the long shadows. It also helps in reducing certain
haze effects caused by smoke and dust in the air. From the shadows,
direction and space of the subject stand out even more, adding a degree
of increased emphasis on the main subject. With all of the~e things
working for you, the normally photographed landscape takes on the
illusion of depth and the feeling of the magnitude of space that creates a
truly outstanding photograph.
·
On the technical front, there are certain tricks which will reduce the
problems one faces when nature and time are at odds with you and your
camera.

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
WEEKEND
AND GET ON
TO AGOOD THING.
Us means Greyhound. and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when ypu
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time.
You'll save. money, too. over the increased air
, fares. Share the ride with us on weekends. Holidays.
Anytime. Go Greyhound.

GREYHOUND SERVICE
TO·

Yakima
Seattle
Seattle
Spokane

ONE- ROUND- YOU CAN
WAY
TRIP
LEAVE -

$2.30
$5.80
$5.80
$8.90

$4.40
$11.05
$11.05
$16.95

3:55 p.m.
2:45 p.m.
3:55 p.m.
3:10j p.m.

YOU
ARRIVE

4:50
5:20
6:25
7:35

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Ask your agent abou! additional departures and return trips.

Buzz and Audrey Wyant
801 Okanogan
925- 1177

GO GREYHOUND

... and leave the driv,nu to us®

A

&
E

Generally a fine grain, slow speed film is used when photographing
landscapes. This is because landscapes usually have a great deal of detail
which should be recorded_as such, unless you're a grain lover whereas
you shouldn't use any film rated less then 6400 ASA. When using a color
film, either use a haze or skylight (A-1) film to reduce the haze effect.
Black-and-white films, on the other hand, uses a different set of filters. A
middle yellow filter is generally used as a standard filter for
black-and-white films just as a skylight would be used for color. This
filter pulls back the blues that usually dominate the sun's light to render
a natural appearance. It helps to darken the sky, which in turn,
promotes a more natural cloud cover. Going a step beyond this filter to
produce even more contrast, the step is a red filter. This filter really
darkens the sky while-making the clouds overly distinct. Either of these
two filters could be used as a standard black-and-white filter, only
personal taste and style dictate the correct application.
Contrary to the general belief, the only combination color ---·
black-and-white filter is the polarizing filter. It helps to reduce the haze
while increasing the contrast of the subject to be photographed.
Remember always to re-adjust your exposure values to the reference
·
point printed on the filter.
Lenses and tripods are the last two points I would like to cover. On a
35/mm camera the wide angle lens of 35mm's or smaller is used . for
normal landscapes unless you're photographing a distant scene then a
telephoto lens should be used. On this point, try to use a tripod
whenever and wherever possible. This will help in two ways. First, it
reduces camera shake which ends in fuzzy flicks, and second, it enables
the use of a smaller f/stop which helps to record a sharper and greater /
detailed negative.
With all of this information under your belt there isn't any reason you
sho1:1ldn't be a landscape photographer second only to Ansel. Adams and
me.
John Baird

RENT A MACHINE! George'
Office Machine Clinic at 42
North Pearl in Ellensburg ha
electric or manual typewriters fo
a day, week, week-end or month
Reasonable prices, no deposit.
Also Sales and Service.

M.D.· 37 wants to get
married. Would like to meet
attractive, intelligent girl 20
to 28. If interested please
send picture and information to 812 Levering Ave.
Apt 549, Los Angeles, Cal.

MOVIE

The Music Dorm will be showin
he film "Don't Drink the Water,'
ritten by Woody Allen, Friday
ct. 24 in the SUB theatre
dmission $1, ·couples $2.

\1Ct1ons
-~
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If you haven't gotten tickets to Elton John and you want to go, you will
have to get your tickets, from a scalper. In doing so you perpetuate a
system in which the scalper is enriched in proportion to his greed. Is
seeing the Elton John concert worth it? Of course it is a.nd if you can
leave town this weekend, perpetuate that ugly system if you can.
If you can't get away this weekend, Homecoming looms ahead. The
most promising thing planned for Homecoming is tomorrow at noon
when Central's Jazz Band, under the direction of John Moawad, plays
in the SUB Pit.

The last time I was on a hayride I got an eye infection, but still I think
that hayrides are preferable to hayrack rides, which is how you can get
from the campus to the fairgrounds for the rodeo Saturday morning.
Though a ride on a hayrack instead of a wagon piled with musty hay may
be a boon to .anyone with hay fever, it sounds very . uncomfortable.
The Class of 1925 is having its reunion this weekend, but whether they
are the alumni who will take place in the alumnmi tug-of-way
immediately after the rodeo, I don't know.
There are two dances Saturday night: one at Commons with "Trace"
and one in the SUB Ballroom with tlie "Many Sounds of Nine." Cost for
the dance at Commons is $1.50 for singles and $2.50 for couples. The
"Many Sounds of Nine" seems to be more for alumni and parents since
tickets are $5 per person and admission is restricted to those over 21
since drinks will be served. The "Nine" in the title refers to the number
of musicians who say they will create the big band sounds from the 40's,
50's and 60's. Proceeds go to the Central Foundation. Does it sound too
rich for your blood or do you crave a rhumba with people who donate
books to the library?

R
E

v
I

E
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I've postponed mentioning the big name entertainment, not to save it
as a treat, but in the hopes it would go away. Any lingering tendency I
had to like Jim ~taffQrQ <tespite his records, ·~spiders and Snakes,"My
Girl Bill" and even the fairly tolerable "Wildwood Weed," entirely
disappeared thil' summer when I say his summer reolacement show,
which you notice, the network didn't pick . up as a permanent feature.
Stafford's comedy material is so bad I suspect he writes it himself. His
singing voice is nothing special and his guitar playing doesn't make up
for it. The Board of Control says that if it had gotten a rock group like
Loggins and Messina or Seals and Crofts, it would have cost at least
$20,000. Jim Stafford only costs $5000 so that tickets to his concert are
$2.50·but that tickets to a rock concert would cost between $5 and $10.
Their reasoning is fine so far as it goes but if you were suddenly
transported to the Antarctic and you were given $100 to equip yourself,
would you rather spend it all on a furlined parka or would you buy a
woolly muft1er for $10 and use the remaining $90 for Toulouse-Lautrec
posters for your igloo? I appreciate the BOC's desire to compromise, but
when compromise is not necessary it ceases to be a virtue and unless you
are convinced, as the BOC seems to be, that some kfnd of big-name
entertainment fulfills a need at Central, then it is difficult to admire the
BOC's compromise.
But the best thing planned for this week happens Monday when the
Homecoming hooplah is all over. The Firesign Theater performs .at
McConnell Auditorium at 8 pm. If you've heard any of their comedy
records you'll want to go and if you haven't, go anyway and then you'll
·want their records.
Jane Snyder

Check these dates

Weeks events are announced
Friday, Oct. 17, 1975
12-1 pm Stage Band SUB Pit
8-11 pm Jim Stafford Concert
Nich. Pav.
Saturday, Oct. 18
11 am-1 pm -Mass Media Meeting
SUB204-205
9 pm-1 am Chamber of Commerce
Dance 8UB Ballroom
Sunday, Oct. 19
8 pm St. Public Health Nurses
Munson Hall
Monday, Oct. 20
7-9 pm BOC Meeting SUB 208
8-10 pm
Fireside Theater
McConnell Auditorium
Wednesday, Oct. 22
12-1 pm Goofy's Band SUB Pit

7-9 pm Outdoor Program's Alpine
Lakes SUB Theater
Thursday, Oct. 23
12-1 pm Tahitian Dancing SUB
Pit
CAMPUS HOURS
Monday-Friday 7am-12am
Saturday & Sunday llam-12am

GAMES ROOM: Monday-Friday
10am-10pm
Saturday & Sunday 1-lOpm
LIBRARY Monday-Thursday
7: 50am-10pm
Friday 7:50am-5:pm
Saturday 9am-5pm
Sunday 1-lOpm

Oct. 16, 17 9-5 pm
Oct 18 9-12 noon
144 E. 3rd

former McCullough Bk:Jg.

Faculty, Staff &Students
Tues., Wed., Thurs. (pool)8-10pm
-Faculty, Staff & Students
.Sun.(pool) 1-5pm -Faculty, Staff &
Students
Sun. (gym & pool) 1-5pm-family

PRE-WASHED

DENIMS
FOR

They're ·Coming Sack Ill
"MANY SOUNDS OF ·NINE"

GUY'S
AND

The Finest Big Dance Band In The Northwest

GAL'S

PEO, Chapter D.N.

annual
RUMMAGE SALE

OUTDOOR PROGRAMSMon.-Fri.
2-5pm
Sat.& Sun. Closed
CO-REC:Mon.-Fri. (gym) 7-lOpm
-Faculty. Staff & Students
Sat. & Sun.

****DANIE**·'* *
To The

Music of the 40's-50's &60's
. SATURDAY, OCTOBER· 18, 1975

ONLY

$11.00
AT

BALLROOM· OF STUDENT UNION BUILDING--CWSC
9 :00 'Til 1 :00

TICKETS£ $5.00 EACH
All El~ensburg Banks

Your Favorite Beverage
Will Be Served

Chamber of Commerce Office

8 p.m. Monday
Oct. 20

McConnell Aud.

At The Door

*

STATE LIQUOR LAWS LIMIT ATTl::NDANCE TO THOSE OVER 21 YEARS

DOWNTOWN

&UP

E. Dee Torrey

Central alumnus in title role of 'Lear'
E. Dee Torrey, Central instructor and graduate; not only plays the
title role but will design the set
for Central's production of Shakespeare's King Lear. Torrey, who
received his B.A. from Central in
1964 and his M.A.ed in 1969, has
also designed sets for "The Wizard
of Oz," "A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to the Forum," "Happy
Birthday, Wanda June," "The
Taming of the Shrew " and "Madama Butterfly" as well as supervising student designed sets since
coming to Central in 1973 from
Mount Hood Community College.
Torrey said that when he began
studying drama at Central he was
interested in acting and directing
and then became interested in set
design. "I think every actor wants
to be a director," Torrey said, "but
I found that I was more comfortable in the shop working on my
designs than up front directing the
play."
"A really good designer has to
be aware of what it's like to be an
actor. It's so much easier for the
actor to play his role if a designer
is aware of what will be comfortable for him. You want to provide
a .good environment for the actor
to work in and also one that will
help him look good.
"For example, if a guy plays
somebody who's owned the same
. grocery store for forty years you
want to design a grocery store
that will help the actor believe he
really has been in the same
grocery store for forty years."
Torrey said that when he goes
to work on
set' design he first
discusses the play with its director."You and the directOr talk
about the author's intent, and
taking that message you start to
conceive a set in which the author's
statement and the director's statement are apparent. Even so,
taking into account.the actors, the
director and the author, you

a

always design for the audience.
You~want the environment to be as
comfortable for the audience as it
is for the actors. Good designers
don't want set applause. They
don't want the set to stand apart
from the play. Comments like, 'it
really looked like the house he·
lived in' are about all you want to
hear and you':r e content if the
actors get the rest of the praise."
Torrey spent two years working:

E. DEE TORREY

in a Seattle electric company
where he eventually worked as a
light designer. He said that,
though light designers and costume designers do their . ·Own
designs, they do it to fit in with the
general set design and it's useful
for the designer to know all the
processes involved. "I offer suggestions and I have final approval
but the costume designer and the
light designer do their · own
designs. We try to be as close to
the professional system as we can.
Sometimes it's a cold, heartless
thing. You get handed, say a light
design and we just say, do it over."

Torrey said that he chooses
colors for his designs with the
play's characters in mind. "We
pick character traits and try to ·
restate those in colors. I think,
though, that part of color selection
is the designer's personal whim."
Torrey said that he was using
gray, deep blue and moss green as
the principal colors for Lear.
"We're going to be balancing the
~olor with_harsh whit light. Truth

[photo by roger gamache]
is harsh sometimes and for Lear
it's especially harsh."
Torrey not only designs sets but
he instructs the students who
construct sets. "I have a responsibility to students to do all kinds
of sets. If we always did space sets
then students would go out
knowing a lot about space sets
and nothing about any other kind
of set. It's challenging for me as a
designer and challenging for students to build different sets as
they learn more about design.
Torrey said that his undergraduate minors in history and philosophy have proven as useful in set

design as the art course he has also
taken. As a designer you not only
have to know the design processes
but the historical background of
the play you're.doing." Torrey said
he was using Stonehenge as his
model for 'Lear.'
"Shakespeare himself leads us
to Early Britain, around 650 A.D.
Lear is full of references to man
being fated by the stars, the sun
and the moon. We arrived at
Stonehenge because it was built
. some 1900 years before Christ. It's
virtually the world's first computer and it's still extremely accurate
in predicting eclipses. Lear is also
about the decay of the man and the
decay of his kingdom. By 850
Sonehenge had fallen into disuse
and decay and it seemed 'in
keeping. Also Stonehenge is on a
chalkfield which lends itself to a
harsh mystical handscape. "Torrey
said that his design would be a
three quarter scale model of about
a quarter of Stonehenge and that
he would make a few artistic
changes.

Chess
finals
Ray Fasano of Oroville won first
prize in the masters and experts
section of the 1975 Washington
Woodpusher chess tournament.
The tournament was held in the
SUB on Oct. 11 and 12.
Fasano's perfect 4-0 score
earned him $75.
About 40 players participated in
the tournament, sponsored by
chess clubs in Wenatchee, Ellensburg, Yakima and · the Columbia
Basin.

SERVICE REXALL DRUGS
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.
bath & Sauna

On Sale-full line
of Helena Rubenstein skin care
products & new
'Green Fields'
all natural fragrances.

We offer student rates on
pharmaceutical drugs
9-5:30 Mon.-Sat.
410 No. Pearl 925-1233

'Tommy'
bizarre
Pete Townsend's rock opera
Tommy opened last night at the
Village theatre. The thing is more
than a bit mindless, a.:rrd falls apart
entirely after blind, deaf and dumb
(mostly dumb) Tommy, passably
played by Who drummer Roger
Daltrey, regains his senses and
tries to teach the world how to
play pinball and achieve inner
peace.
Believe it or not, its still an
entertaining piece of celluloid,
mostly due to the stunning photography and special effects and the
beautifully realized synthesized
music.
Ann Margaret is excellent as
Tommy's mother, and Oliver Reed
is equally good as Uncle Frank.
Elton John and his three foot high
tenny-runners comes across well,
as do Robert Brown as Capt.
Walder, and Keith Moon as
Tommy's perverted Uncle Ernie.
Of course, the real star of the
show is Tina Turner. In her
brilliant segment as the Acid
Queen she radiates a power that
leaves your pulse poundmg. It
almost makes up for the _mediocracy ·of the rest of the movie~
Anyway, Tommy is a great way
to spend an evening if you don't let
the fact that there isn't a facsimile
of a plot bother you. Just sit back,
open your eyes and ears, turn o!.f
your brain and enjoy.

Save our

park land!
Do you love the outdoors? Do
you wish to see some of our land
set aside as a Wilderness Area?
Then you'll want to see the Alpine
Lake's Society presentation on
Wed., Oct. 22 at 7 pm in the SUB
Theater.
The group is working to have
thousands of acres of land northwest of Ellensburg set aside as a
Wilderness Area for recreational
use.
The program will consist of a
discussion on the present status of
the issue and what you can do to
help the group's proposal. A slide
show of some of the magnificant
areas in question will also be
presented.
Outdoor Programs is sponsoring
this event, and it is free of charge.
For any additional information,
call Outdoor Programs in the Tent
'n Tube Rental Shop at 963-3537 . .

WELCOME
STUDENTS
for tropical fish
& aquari~ supplies
come to

OVERTON'S
located 2 miles North of
Old Vantage N'way
on ·Wilson Creek_ Road
Noon -6 daily closed Sun.-Mon.

Undaunted by early snow, 15 hikers climbed the paths to Lake Ingalls
last Saturday. The day long hike was sponsored by the Tent & Tube
Rental Shop.
[photo by charlie buitron J

Examine
your breasts.

LIBERTY Theatre
11

OPEN 6:45 925-9511
Plays thru Thursday
11

DEATHRACE 2000" & TIDALWAVE"

The VILLAGE OPEN6:~5

925-4598

Ends Tuesday

r--:;iiiiiii Showin.sts At 7:_00 & 9:@_Each Night

Most breast cancers are
curable if detected early
and treated promptly.
Ask the American
Cancer Society in your
community for a free
booklet teaching the easy
step-by-step method of
breast self-examination.

AMERICAN
I
CANCER SOCIETY '

Starts Wed. Oct. 22

IN THE NOT TOO DISTANT FUTURE,
WARS WILL NO LONGER EXIST.
BUT THERE WILL DE

R(jLL~Ri~LL

JtS
·
restaurant

0

PACIFIC TRAIL ·

~

Wear it. Wash it.
You can't do that with leather. But you can with
Pacific Trail's leather look-alike. It's styled of
durable, washable Trail Skin to feel, wear and appear like the real thing. The thick pile lining
keeps you feeling great, even when it's
·
cold. $35.00.

for atmosphere &

delectable cuisine
canyon road & ruby
(next to horseman'~ supply)

925-4545
(closed mondays)

. Vicuna, chamois, oyster and powder. Sizes
S, M, L, XL.

CRIER
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The uncompromising ones.

The Hewlett-Packard
HP-21 Scientific
$125.00*

The Hewlett-Packard
HP-25 Scientific PrQ91Clmmable
$195.00*

The calculations you face require no less.
Today, even so-called "non-technical" courses
(psych, soc, bus ad, to name 3) require a variety of technical calculations-complicated calculations that become a whole lot easier when
you have a powerful pocket calculator.
Not surprisingly, there are quite a few such
calculators around, but ours stand apart, and
ahead. We started it all when we introduced the
world's first scientific pocket calculator back in
1972, and we've shown the way ever since.
The calculators you see here are our newest,
,the first of our second generation.Both offeryou
technology you probably won't find in competitive calculators for some time to come, if ever.
Our HP-21 performs all arithmetic, log and
trig calculations, including rectangular/polar
conversions and common antilog evaluations.

It's display is fully formatted, so you can choose
between fixed decimal and scientific notation.
Our HP-25 does all that-:--and much, much
more. It's programmable, which means it can·
solve automatically the countless repetitive
problems every science and engineering student
faces.
.
With an HP-25, you enter the keystrokes
necessary to solve the problem only once.
Thereafter, you just enter the variables and
press the Run/Stop key for an almost instant
answer accurate to 10 digits.
Before you invest in a lesser machine, by all
means do two things: ask your instructors
about the calculations their courses require; and
see for yourself how effortlessly our calculators
handle them.

Both the HP-21 and HP-25 are almost
certainly on display at your bookstore. If not,
call us, toll-free, at 800-538-7922 (in Calif.
800-662-9862) for the name of an HP dealer
near you.

HEWLETT

¢1

PACKARD

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
, Dept. 658B, 19310 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014

615/28

*Suggested retail price, excluding applicable state and local taxesContinental U.S., Alaska & Hawaii.

fiiin~son Wine1
by R. Corbin Houchins
Last week we h>oked at wine.
fn this column,· I'll describe the
step that requires the most care:
smelling it.
What we are seeking are aromas, which are smells derived
from the grape, and bouquet,
which consists, at least poteii. tially, of somewhat more complex
scents, not necessarily related to
the odor of the original grape
juice. Bouquet develops from natural chemical changes which take
place as wine ages. The wine does
not have to be old or of a particular vintage to have a bouquet.
Usually, some bouquet will begin
developing right after the wine is
first made, even before it is bottled.
The main difficulty with smelling wine is that your sense of
smell fatigues extremely rapidly.
If you take three whiffs of a
wine close together, the first is
likely to be fairly accurate, the
second, extremely distorted and
the third, of little value. The key,

therefore, is in paying close attention to ,the first smell and in
considering it for a few seconds
while your sense of smell rests.
Swirl the glass in a circle parallel to the floor so as to coat the
inside surfaces with wine. (The
purpose is to increase the surface
area from which the volatile
' components can evaporate.) At
this point, some professional tasters prefer to take a long deep
sniff with the nose four or five
inches from the ~lass, ponder
that, then let the sense of smell
rest for a little while before
swirling the glass again, sticking
the nose well down into ·it and
sniffing deeply. The majority go
directly t~ the nose-in-glass sniff.
In' either case, you should breathe
in at a moderate pace and fill the
lungs, then exhale slowly. What
really improves with practice is
not the olfactory senses themselves, but the ability to concentrate on and rem~mber what you
are smelling. Closing your eyes
may help your concen tra tion.

by Slre Henderson

How many bicyclists at Central
are riding licensed vehicles? Or
how many are even aware of the
fact that it is illegal to operate a
bicycle within the Ellensburg city
limits without having it registered
and licensed by -either Campus
Security or the Ellensburg Police
Department?
- There are -bike regulations in
Ellensburg. Quite a few of them.
And Chief Loveless of the EPD
isn't too pleased with the students'
observations of these rules.
As mentioned before, it is
unlawful to use a bicycle on public
sidewalks, streets or highways in
Ellensburg without obtaining a
license and having it registered
with a law enforcement agency.
The license fee is one dollar and
the license must be displayed on
the vehicle.
·
If riding in a group of two or
more persons, you must ride in
single file rather than abreast.
It is illegal to cling or attach

host a Southern Oregon College
team in the 1:30 pm clash.
A post-game get-together for
Central graduates and football
fans is scheduled for downtown
Ellensburg.
Saturday evening there will be
two dances on campus. The dance
band "Many Sounds of Nine,"
which nostalgically takes dancers
back to the music of the 1940s, 50s
and 60s. will play in the SUB large
ballroom. Tickets, at $5 a piece,
will go on sale soon or ll).ay be
reserved by writing or teleph<>U;..
ing the college cashier's office in
Mitchell.
The second dance that Saturday
evening will be a 1970s rock-style

yourself on your bicycle to any
other moving vehicle.
A bicyclist emerging from an
..alley, driveway or garage, must
stop his bike immediately prior to
driving onto or across sidewalks or
sidewalk lines.
_
With the exception of tandem
bicycles, it is illegal to ride a bike
with more than one ,person on it.
Restrictions on drinking and
driving apply to bicyclists, too.
Besides being illegal, it's also
dangerous.
. ·
When riding in Ellensburg between one half hour before sunrise ·
and after sunset, a clear, white,
properlyJighted headlight, visible
from not less than 200 feet under
normal conditions is a must. A red
reflector firmly attached in the
back and visible from the same
distance is also required.
Brakes come in handy at stop
signs and also if you are stopped
by a police officer. It is unlawful to
ride a bike which doesn't have
properly working brakes.
Most ten-speed bikes come
without kickstands. If you are
planning to ride in Ellensburg,
plan on buying a stand because
bikes must be parked in an upright
position.
· Try to keep to the right of the
lane when riding. With soft
shoulders it isn't always safe, but
it is the law.
Bicycles must be equipped with
a horn, bell or other signaling
devices, audible at 100 feet when
sounded.

There isn't a specified speed
limit for bike riders although the
regulations state that no bicycle
shall be operated faster than is
reasonable and proper. Ride your
bike not only with your safety in
mind but watch for others, as well.
When downtown especially, observe all traffic signs and signals! I
emphasize this in particular because the Ellensburg motorists are
extremely weak in this area, and
according to Chief ~veless, so are
the bicyclists. Beware of tbe
four.,way·go intersections.· There
are plenty of _them and plenty of
drivers who don't even look for
bicyclists.
Don't try to be tricky. Maybe
you can ride with both hands in
your-pockets, but it is illegal. .
The city parks are for pedestrians. Keep your ·bikes off the
sidewalks and paths.
Sidewalks downtown are also off
limits for riders. Outside of the
central business district, however,
it is legal to ride on the sidewalks
as long as care is taken to yield the
right of way to any pedestrians
also using the walks.
Bicycles parked within the business district must be parked only
within designated areas. They
cannot be parked along buildings
or anywhere that will interfere
with the pedestrians' use of the
sidewalks.
Violation of any of these regulations can cost you up to $300, 90
days imprisonment in the city jail,
or both.

Your best bet is
to buy ·used

ev~nt.

ADELINE'S CAFE

M-m-m - Good Food

priced with the student
in mind

Everyday Breakfast
Special

315 No. Main

cwsc
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E'burg bike rules ignored

Stafford headlines Homecoming
Jim --Stafford,, guitarist-singer- . sorship of the Central Rodeo Club.
A series of special contests--such
composer who gained national
as cow riding and cow milking--will
attention through his summer
network television series, will: be staged for Central students
willing to try their hands at
perform on the Central campus
Western competition.
Friday evening, Oct. 17.
Members of the Rodeo Ch1b and
The Jim Stafford Show will be
the kickoff to the Central Home- the Kittitas County RCA group
will put on demonstrations of
coming weekend festivit~es.
Stafford, a 31 year-old Florid fan . exhibition bull riding and calf
with an easy drawl, earned critics'
roping.
Following the student rodeo,
acclaim as host of his television
there will be a "feed on the mall"
variety program during the past
outside the SUB on the campus.
summer. He displayed-his musicThe luncheon will be timed so that
al and comedy talents m the series
all diners will have time to troop
which placed stress upon the
north to the college's Tomlinson
"down-home" songs he has writField for the Home~oming football
ten;
"
·
game.
Backing up Stafford in the
Central's Wildcat gridders will
Homncoming program will be the
Jeffrey Commanor Combo. Tickets, at $2.50 for Central students
with ASC cards and $3.30 for
others, will go on sale soon at SUB
and YVC in Yakima.
Open house and campus tour
activities will begin early Saturday for returning Central graduates ·and visitors. A Central
Alumni Association-sponsored
coffee hour will be at 10 am in the
SUB. Alumni association leaders
are planning special recognition
for members of the Class of 1925
on this 50th anniversary of their
graduation.
A rollicking and rambunctious
student rodeo is scheduled for
Saturday morning in the Ellensburg Rodeo Grounds under spon-

CRIER

Loveless not P-leosed

$100

962-9982

HOMECOMING RODEO

Saturday, October 18, 1975 9am-11 am

FREE

Kittitas County Fairgrounds Rodeo Arena
•Student entries Cow riding (men and women)
Wild cow milking (3-man teams)
.
Calf dressing (3-woman teams)
Sign up at. Student Accounts, 2nd floor Mitchell
· Hall 963-3546
Entries close Friday, Oct. 17 3:00

All•
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Central wins one

'Cats 20
Vi-kings 14
(photo by roger gam ache)

Elected "Wildcat of the Week" by fellow teammates, junior Jim
Tremper [above] nears the goalline as he returns a Western kick~fi.
Wildcat line coach Gary Fredricks [left), and head coach Tom Parry
watch from the sidelines ·as the game becomes tense.

Offensive tackle Kurt Honey, number 77 [below), . overpowers his
adversary, creating a running lane for Central's fullback.

Ross rushes for 150

Central faces potent SOC
in Homecoming competition

'Cat-s defeat Vikings
by Doug Heimbigner

the score remained 20-14 as the
teams headed off the field.

A fired up .Central squad came
out and whipped the Western
. Vikings 20-14 in their first conference game at home.
With over 300 yards tallied in
total offense, Coach Tom Parry
was quite satisfied with his team's
offensive efforts."It was definitely
our finest offensiv,e show this
year."

Central came out the second half
and played a super game of
defense as they shut out the
Vikings and came up with two
strong goal line stands.
Western threatened early in the
fourth quarter but they were
stopped short by the 'Cat's
defense.

It's Homecoming this weekend
and Saturday afternoon the Wildcats will take on the Red Raiders
of Southern Oregon at Tomlinson
·
Field at 1:3D pm.
SO comes into the game sporting a fine 3-1 record. They are 1-0
·in league play after upsetting
previously unbeaten Eastern Oregon last weekend, 20-15.
.With their first win of the
season under their belts, Central
now has a 1-3 season record and is
1-2 in league play. The 'Cats looked
impressive in their recent win
over Western, 20-14.

In the final minutes of the game,
The 'Cat's won the coin toss to
receive the kickoff and quickly the Vikings got close to a score
jumped to a 6-0 lead. Receiving the ·again after they picked up a
ball on the . six-yard line, Jim Central fumble. Western made it
Tremper dashed 93 yards to the down to the 16-yard line until the
Western one-yard line on the 'Cat's liefense forced a fumble,
opening play <>f the game. On the which Central recovered on their
following play Terry Wick scored . own 5-yard line with 34 seconds
Leading the league in total
on a quarterback keeper to put remaining to play. Quarterback
Central ahead by a touchdown, Wick ran the clock out and Central offense averaging over 400 yards
only 32 seconds into the game. had its first win of the season. · per game, SO relies heavily on
passing.Wide receiver Dan JohnCharles Stockwell's extra point try Their conference record now
. son leads the nation in pass
went wide, so the score stood 6-0. · stands at 1 win and 2 losses.
The Central offense ·gained over
The two teams exchanged pos- 253 yards on the ground against
session back and forth until the Vikings, a good part of which
Central scored again on a well- was accumulated by junior tunexecuted drive after a fumble -ning back John Ross. Ross ran for
recovery. Starting at their own 19 150 yards in 21 carries. Besides
,yard line the 'Cat's rambled 81 adding 75 yards to the ground
yards in 11 plays and scored on a attack, Tremper totaled 179 yards
touchdown pass from Wick to Ed on · three kickoff returns. ~d
Hansen from the six. Stockwell Hansen 1ed the Central receivers
put Central on top 13-0 with his with three receptions.
successful conversion kick.
Western gained most of their
With about four minutes gone in
offensive yards through the air,
the second quarter Dan ~oche
with a total of 2'45 yards. Jeff
blocked a Western punt and Tim
Potter gi·abbed 5 passes for 117
Mahoney recovered it the Western
yards. Although Western did look
11 to set up Central's third
strong with their passing game, a
touchdown. Brian Maine went in
number of critical pass plays were
from the one-yard line t0- widen
broken up by Central defenders.
the 'Cats lead over Western. The
extra point by Stockwell made it
20-0.

receiving, averaging 170 yards per
...game. Throwing those aerials to
Johnson this seaso:n has been
quarterback Tony - Harrington,
who is currently second in the
league in passing. The Red Raiders' rushing attack . is led by
Dennis Shields who ranks third in
the league in that category.
Shields also rates high in league
scoring.
SO d~fense is at best ·par~ and
has given up quite a few points.
Although they are rated fouth in
the league, they have given up a
total of 94 points in four games.

· "Its going to . be a real tough ball
game,'' said Central Coach Tom
Parry. Continuing, Parry mentioned, "They do a lot of things with
their offense, however I think we

defense can· hold tough like they
did in the second half · of last
Saturday's game, they may be able
, ·to stop the passing duo of
·Harrington and Johnson.
Coach Parry and the Central
·
players would like your support
during this game. The stands
haven't been as full as they could
have been at the last two home
games. The game starts at -1:30
over at Tomlinson Field~ so why
· not make plans to be there.The
team would reaffy appreciate your
support.
·

SHIRTS
WARM AND COMFORTABLE
MADE 0.F 100% COTTON,WITH
LONG SLEEVES ANO TAILS

·ONLY

$7~
Entertain
Yourself 7
w1"th our 1-.
·~

!<.e

,,#t:
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The 'Cats threatened once more
after a 60 yard kickoff return by
Jim Tremper. Thev oenetrated far
into Viky{g terrjt~ry before
·forced to attempt a 32-yard field
goal with seconds remaining in the
half. The kick traveled wide and

With the 'Cats' offense seeming
to come together now, as shown
last week against Western, t~ey
should be able to put some scores
on the board against SO .. If the

.FLANNEL

However, Western wasn't to be
counted out as they took the
kickoff following Central's TD and
drove 73 yards in 10 plays to score.
Quarterback Bill Mendelson took
it from eight yards out to put
Western on the scoreboard. Mike
Haerling .added the extra-point to
cut Central's lead to 13.
With about two minutes remaining in the first half Western
scored once more on a 38-yard pass
play from Mendelson to flanker
Jeff Potter. Haerling added the
PAT to put Western to within six,
20-14.

can counter with some things of
our own." ,.,.

f·~~

..... ict..·•'\... \,.,

Entertainment-

JIM STAFFORD
at

HOMECOMING

DOWNTOWN

Oct. 17 - l 8 1975

.
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GAY MEN ...
We are getting together

Sat. Oct. 18,
Keep in touch!
Questions? Call Don 925-3196 ·
'
-····································································

HALLOWEEN PARTY
Friday, Oct. 31

1111!

You Missed Last YearHomecom ing

HAPPY HOUR
Sat. 2-5
with Peanuts

Costumes Required
Don't Miss This One

TAV

HAPPY HOUR
M-F 8:30-9:30

IWomen's Sports I
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V-ba 11 takes .first
Central's women's volleyball
team placed first in the 'A' ,
division while the junior varsity
placed second in the "B" division in·
the Central Invitational (fournament held last weekend.
WSU placed second in the "A"
division followed by UW, Simon
· Fraser, Unniversity of Montana
and Eastern.
Central's varsity team lost only
one match which was to UW, and
one game to Simon Fraser in the
tournament.
"We played poorly against UW,"
said Erlice Killorn, head coach.
"We are a better team than UW
and we really blew it."
Central defeated Eastern 15-4,
15-6; University of _Montana 15-7,

son, head coach. "Since, they have
started playing, they have improved very much in their total
game."
The varsity team will be playing
in the UW Invitational Tourna.ment on Saturday which will
include Portland State University,
one of the top two teams in the
Northwest.
·

15-12; WSU 15-12, 15-7; Simon
Fraser 13-15, 15-5, 15-7 and
University of Idaho 15-6, 15-11 and
lost to UW 15-8, 15-8.
"It was a very good tournament,
replied Killorn. "Everybody en- :·····························:
joyed it and played well."
"Central's first matches looked
tremendous and I feel that they : Students over 21 with
will do very well throughout the
: current SGA card will be
rest of the season."
In the "B" division, Boise State : admitted to ''The Many
College took first place and
Sounds of Nine" at a student
Eastern came in third.
Central defeated Eastern twice,
rate of $7.50 couple or $4 per
15-12, .15-1 and 15-5, 7-15, 15-8 and .
lost to Boise State twice 12-15, 5-15 : person.
~nd 15-8, B-15; 10-15.
-"They played fairly well in the
tournament," said J()yce ~effer-

.. ............................ ..
~

Don't Let an Unexpected

Illness or Accident

Al Shannon, coordinator of the
event explains, "The reason for
the rodeo being held so early in the
morning is because of the football
game. This year the rodeo will be
shortened, but it will still be as
exciting. Last year the Seattle
Times sent over a reporter and a
photographer and we had some
pictures in their newspaper."

You can't anticipate a broken leg or mono or appendicitis. And
you hope they don't happen, but sometimes they do.
That:s why it's a smart idea to help protect yourself against the
medical expenses of an unexpected illness or accident by
enrolling now in your college's Student Insurance Plan .
Underwritten by Mutual of Omaha, this plan provides hospitalsu rg i ca I pro'tection for covered sickness a*1d
accidents ... plus benefits for X-rays, lab tests, ambulance
- even major medical expenses.
Because we want you to enjoy the excitement of your college
years without worries over doctor and hospital bills, we urge
you t<? ~et full details on this important coverage. Brochures
describing the plan are available on campus at the Student
Health Service.
'
But don't wait! The open enrollment closes October 24. After
that date, currently registered students must furnish evidence
of good health to enroll in the plan!

c ENTER

or

S

·1gn up at the

CASHIERS OFFICE, Mitchel I Ha 11

Led by a team effort, Central's and they were moving very
women's field hockey team won aggressively into every pass."
In the second game against UW,
their first two games of the
season, defeating PLU 3-0 and UW Kelly Morton scored Central's
goal.
_1-0, last weekend.
"I was disappointed in the play
Against PLU, Kelly Morton,
of
the second game," replied
center forward, Linda Ricker,
right outside forward and Vicki Putnam. "It was because of our
Mathews, left link, scored the obvious lack of conditioning which
resulted in inaccurate passing,
goals for Central.
ineffeetive receiving of passes and
"I have never coached a team - in general, a very slow game."
that has played as well in their
The team will be playing against
first game as Central did," said Dr. WSU tomorrow and against
Jean Putnam, head coach. "I University of Idaho and Univerattribute our exceptional play to sity of Oregon on Saturday in
excellent team play."
Pullman.
"I feel that UO is the strongest
"There was no outstanding
player, it was a complete effort by team we will be playing this
all eleven players. Everybody was season and I expect one of our
working together and there was toughest games to come from
good ball control, accurate passing them," Putnam said.

The Central Homecoming Rodeo
will be held O~t. 18. The hours are
9am-11 am.

Enroll now in the Student Insurance -Pfan
Endorsed by Central Washington State College

HEAL TH

F-hockey victorious

Student rodeo slated

Disrupt Your
College
Budget!

Information _at the

Team QIOY. excellent

UNDERWRITTEN BY

Mutual C'\

ef()maha~
Peop/PIJOUCiJBCOUnton •••

The rodeo is free and some local
people are loaning the cattle and
horses. It will be held at the
Kittitas County Fairgrounds
Rodeo Arena. The Homecoming
queen and court will dress the first
calf.
The. student entries are: cow
riding (men or women), wild cow
milking (three men) teamed and
calf dressing (three women)
teamed. Members of the rodeo
club and some professionals will
perform in ex.hibition calf roping,
bareback riding and · some wild
brahma bull riding~ The rules are

those of a r~gular rodeo for the
exhibition and for the students,
eight seconds and one hand only on
the cow riding.
There are cash purses for the
winners. Last year Davies won
most of the events. At present,
dorm teams are desparately
needed to participate in the rodeo.
Sign up for the rodeo events is
in student accounts. second floor of
Mitchell, or call 963-3546.
Dr. David Lundy will be on hand
to provide bandaids and such to
ailing people. Ron Ferguson, a
professional bull rider will be one
of the judges at the rodeo.
There will be numerous entries
per event, and persons wishing to
participate are advised to get
them in as soon as possible.
Entries close Friday, Oct. 17, 3
pm.
Shannon encourages all to enter
because that's what a rodeo is for.
Old or new, he welcomes all to
come.

KARATEDO
DOSHINKAN
A traditional
Zen

"The .

orientated
method of

of
Karate"

Way

Chief Instructor 4th Degree Black Belt
Rens hi R. S~ Sinclair

Life Insurance Affiliate: U!lited of Omaha

MUT~~M~Fo~~~~~~!~:A~~:R~~~:ANYf. 4

210W.4th

Ellensburg

925-2751
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Suns outclass So ii ics
by Doug Heimbigner

CRIER SPORTS

Soccer team falls
to undefeated UM
The Central Soccer Club lost to
a powerful University of Montana
team 4-0, as they traveled to
Montan& this past weekend. The
Socce;· Club was originally
scheduled to play in the 1\1C'ntana
Invitational tournament, however
it was cancelled.
Coach Tooey Rose was impressed with Montana and termed
+h..em a "a great team." Coach Rose
1so had high praise for Central

player Bob Johnson, commenting
that "he played well on defense."
The loss drops the Soccer Club
to a record of 1 and 2. Montana
remains undefeated in league play.
The Soccer Club will see action
next against Gonzaga in Spokane
this Saturday. The following weekend they will battle it out against
Gonzaga once again here at home.
Rose commented that Gonzaga
is "an excellent team. They play to
their strengths really well."

Harriers victorious
With two wins so far this year,
the Central Cross Country team
appears to be heading for a · very
successful season.
The Central squad coached by
Spike Arlt won their first meet
against Eastern, 24-33. Eastern is
defending conference champion.
Last week the 'Cats took first in
the PLU Invitational, scoring only
19 points as compared to PLU's 40
and the University of Alaska's 80
points. Central's total is especially
impressive considering that a
perfect score in cross ·country is 15
points.

"We were really pleased with
the results of that meet," commented Coach Arlt.
Jim Henessy led all runners in
both of the meets, with Clayton
Belmont, Mike Wold and Bruce
Manclark performing well and
placing high in the races.
This Saturday, Central will
travel to Oregon to run in the
.Lewis and Clark Invitational.
Coach Arlt termed the meet, "A
true test of how strong our team
. "
lS.

.

The following week they will
participate in the Eastern Invitational.

A near capacity crowd of 3,219
filled Nicholson pavilion, Sunda~
night, to watch the Seattle Supersonics lose to the Phoenix Suns,
104-92 in an NBA exhibition game.
The loss leaves the Sonics with a
disappointing 0-5 preseason
record. Phoenix is still unbeaten
after four preseason games.
Seattle came out fast during the
first quarter and led at the end of
the period 26-18. However the
Sonic's shooting became cold in the
second period, and stayed that
way throughout the game. Reeling
off 14 points to the Sonics 4, the
Suns went ahead in the second
quarter and stayed that way for
the rest of the game. At halftime
Phoenix led the Sonics~ by a score
of 51-46.
Seattle threatened again early
in the third quarter, as forward
Spencer Haywood hit a 14-foot
jumper, to bring the Sonics back to
within o,ne point of Phoenix, 55-54.
However the Sun's took a time
out, regrouped and came out and
scored 9 points while the cooled off
Sonics totaled only two.
Phoenix remained ahead by
quite a large margin up until the
end of the ball contest. Coming to
within six points was the closest
the Sonics ever got to the
impressive Suns.

The Sonics stats weren't anything to be happy about, shooting
only 41 percent of their field goal
attempts, as compared to Phoenix,
who shot a hot 54 percent from the
field. Both teams were successful
at the foul line, each hitting over
80 percent of the shots.
.. ·: •.
High scorer for the night .
Paul Westphal, who collected 32 .
points. Teammate Alvin Adam.~ ,.
had 17 to aid the Suns' cause.
Adams showed some really fancy
moves and came up with a number
of really great shots.
With 21 points, Fred Brown led
all Seattle players in scoring.
Leonard Gray added ,15 and Slick
Watts tallied 12 for the losers.
Watts, who had seven steals in the
game, made quite a play at the end
of the first quarter, when he
picked off a Phoenix pass and
scored on a driving layup with only
one second left on the clock.
- With only three games
remaining in the exhibition season,
Bill Russell's Sonics had better ·
begin playing some winning basketball. The Sonics as a team
·looked far from impressive against
the Suns, Sunday evening.
Towards the end of October the
teams begin to play the games for
keeps, and Seattle must shape up
- their style of play if they have _
Sonic Bruce Seals in action during hopes of making the playoffs, two
NBA
exhibition
game. years in a row.
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"Alpenta./ Paved Its Rood This Summer!!
Save 15 % on Student Season Poss
if purchased by November I st.
Alpental Ski School & Bus Information
Coll 455-3660"

ON!!

;Compact FM/ AM Stereo Receiver for Quality
Sound
·A minimum of unnecessary "frills" helps lower the ·
.cost and raise the practicality of this good looking,
great sounding high fidelity component. FM/AM
'performance is excellent, thanks to Sansui's use of
sophisticated circuits. No sacrifice of convenience, ·
either, as all basic controls and inputs/outputs are
included. A very musical model.
2-Speed Auto-Return Stereo Turntable
Precision performance at modest cost. Stable 4-pole
synchronous motor, aluminum alloy platter,

statically-balanced S-shaped tonearm with skatingforce canceller and cueing, quiet suspension to end
howling, and more. Auto-cut/Auto-return for
·
'convenience.
·STR's greatest challenge was to create a speaker in
the lower price range that achieves accuracy and·
combines it with efficiency. For this unit we used.
matched components consisting of our piezoelectric
tweeter and our own design of a long throw eight
inch woofer, as well as a small enclosure with a
vented port. This configuration created a free sound
much larger than its appearance would suggest.

Buying used is clot like
buying new-except
you're buying used

ST. Vincent de Paul

The complete line of Sansui is available exclusively at:

JUTI STAff ORD
· with ·
I Jeffery Commanor
!

e

& 'Bo.r dersong'

·

Friday Oct. 17 8 pm
Nic-holson Pavilion
$2.50 with ASC card (you must
have your card)

or $3.50 without ASC card
Dance to· 'Trace' in Commons Saturday 9-12
$1.50 with ASC card $2.50 without ASC card

ASC Elect ions
We'll be votrr1g for
3 faculty Senators
and

6 Campus Judicial
Council - people
. you may file between
now & M ·o nday· Oct. 20th
at 5 pm

ELECTION
Thursday

.

October 23rd

VOTE

•
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